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Some Top Mandela Effects 

 

Here you will find 22 of the top Mandela Effects, existing amongst the most popular 

supernatural retroactive reality shifts within our modern society. 

Should a significant number of these Mandela Effects strongly resonate with you, you 

have been Mandela affected. 

For any friends or family members that might firmly believe the whole Mandela Effect 

issue is nothing but pure nonsense, try quizzing them with these popular Mandela Effects. 

Perhaps they can gain a better appreciation for this super-fascinating, supernatural phenomenon. 

 

The Mandela Effects 

 

American Flag - red stripe to white stripe 

Original Timeline - On the 50 State American Flag, the States are symbolized by 50 white stars 

on a rectangular field of blue, situated at the upper-left. 

The horizontal stripe directly underneath this blue field of stars was always red. 

Current Timeline - On almost any American Flag, the stripe directly beneath the blue field of 

stars is now white. 

Residue - There is distinct history as it involves the red stripe being placed directly underneath 

the blue field of stars, as this red stripe symbolized the spilled blood of our American soldiers 

who were either killed, or became seriously wounded while defending Our Country. As such, 

this red stripe was called the ‘blood stripe’. 
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‘Black Tom Event’ - also known as the ‘Black Tom Explosion’  

Original Timeline - No history 

Current Timeline – ‘Black Tom Island’ was a tiny island situated within New York Harbor and 

being utilized as a munitions depot during WWI. It functioned to store and distribute allied 

weaponry. 

On July 30
th

 of 1916, two German spies set-off an explosion on Black Tom Island. This initial 

explosion led to the ultimate detonation of some 2 million tons of wartime munition supplies. 

The amount of energy released during these explosions has been estimated to be roughly 

equivalent to that of an earthquake measuring 5.5 on the Richter Scale.  

Atmospheric concussions emanating from these explosions were felt by people as far away as 

Philadelphia, a distance of nearly 100 miles. Thousands of windows were smashed in lower 

Manhattan, with reports of windows being broken 25 miles away. 

One massive explosion in particular during this event was so incredibly powerful, that it’s been 

estimated to be the largest non-nuclear explosion in world history. 

Thankfully and unbelievably, there were only four confirmed human fatalities suffered during 

this wartime attack by the Germans. 

The estimated property damages resulting from this foreign attack came to $500 million when 

solving for inflation. 

A sizable hunk of shrapnel erupting from these explosions flew across New York Harbor and 

violently struck the torch on the Statue of Liberty; situated several hundred yards away on 

Liberty Island. 

The torch was damaged so severely, that it’s been completely closed to the general public since 

this event occurred in July of 1916. 

Residue – Despite the fact that the torch on the Statue of Liberty has been fully inaccessible to 

anyone from amongst the general public since 1916, many people have very distinct memories of 

visiting the Statue of Liberty, and climbing the cramped spiral staircase up-inside the torch.  

After reaching the top of the torch, visitors had the best possible bird’s eye view of the entire 

surrounding area from the observation deck, situated roughly 300 feet above ground level. 

Part of this extremely unique experience with the torch that made it especially memorable, was 

looking down some 40 feet below to see the very top of Miss Liberty’s massive pointed crown. 

In addition to having these clear memories of going-up inside the torch, some also remember the 

specific set of instructions they’d been provided by park staff to try and ensure everyone’s safety. 
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Picture above shows the very top of the crown on the Statue of Liberty, 

 captured from the torch’s observation platform.  
 

 

 

C3PO – a gold leg to a silver leg   

Original Timeline – During the first trilogy of Star Wars films released from 1977 to 1983, the 

metallic robot droid C3PO was uniform gold in color. 

Current Timeline – C3PO now has a silver colored lower right leg in all three of the original 

STAR WARS films.  

Regardless of whatever type-of copy one might have of the original STAR WARS trilogy films, 

whether Blu-Ray, DVD, or VHS cassette, C3PO now has a silver-colored lower right leg in all 

three films. 

Residue – For this particular Mandela Effect there is ample amounts of physical residue in many 

different forms. This residue ranges from official toys, official posters, official books, and 

countless other officially released STAR WARS merchandise; all of which display C3PO being 

solid gold in color. 
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Cuba – significant change in size and location  

Original Timeline – Cuba was a small island located southeast of Florida, and situated a sizable 

distance from Mexico. 

Current Timeline – Cuba seems to have grown considerably in size while shifting substantially 

westward. Cuba also appears to be much closer to Mexico than it was prior. 

 

 

 

DEA – ‘Agency’ to ‘Administration’ 

Original Timeline - The ‘DEA’ was the official acronym for the ‘Drug Enforcement Agency’. 

Current Timeline - The ‘DEA’ has always been the ‘Drug Enforcement Administration’. 
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‘Dilemna’ to ‘Dilemma’ -  

Original Timeline - Many people distinctly remember the word ‘dilemna’ having a silent ‘n’ 

within the last syllable. 

Current Timeline - The word has always been spelled ‘dilemma’, having no ‘n’. 

Residue – A significant number of people remember intentionally sounding-out the ‘n’ while 

learning the proper way to spell this word, in their attempt to remember this word contained the 

letter ‘n’. 

 

 

Ed McMahon – 

Original Timeline – Television entertainer Ed McMahon was originally famous for being 

Johnny Carson’s loud laughing sidekick on the ‘Tonight Show’.  

Ed obtained further household fame by awarding huge cardboard checks on television to the 

lucky winners of the ‘Publisher’s Clearing House Sweepstakes’.  

Current Timeline - Ed McMahon never worked for ‘Publisher’s Clearing House’. 

Ed McMahon never awarded oversized cardboard checks for large sums of money to 

sweepstakes winners on television. 

Residue – Since Ed McMahon’s role of awarding giant life-changing checks for ‘Publishers 

Clearing House’ was such a regular aspect of our American culture for a number of years, many 

people deliberately parodied Ed’s famous role to humorously prank their friends and family 

members when using big fake checks.    

 

 

 

Fruit of the Loom – the missing cornucopia 

Original Timeline - The ‘Fruit of the Loom’ logo for the popular underwear company contained 

a very prominent cornucopia. 
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The ‘cornucopia’ is also known as the ‘Horn of Plenty’. 

Current Timeline – The inner tag on ‘Fruit of the Loom’ underwear has never displayed a 

cornucopia at any time during the company’s entire history since 1851. 

 

 

HAAS Avocadoes - HAAS to HASS  

Original Timeline - Most people remember HAAS avocados being spelled ‘H-A-A-S’.  

‘HAAS’ rhymed with ‘MOSS’. 

Current timeline – They have always been ‘HASS’ avocados; spelled ‘H-A-S-S’.  

‘HASS’ rhymes with ‘GAS’.  

Residue - To this very day, many retail grocery store outlets still have these avocadoes being 

spelled ‘H-A-A-S’ within their POS (Price On Sale) perpetual inventory systems.   

 

 

 

Joel ‘Olsteen’ - ‘Olsteen’ to ‘Osteen’  

Original Timeline – This mega-popular evangelist preacher was known as Joel ‘Olsteen’; his 

last name being pronounced with a prominent ‘l’ sound. 

Current Timeline - This famous preacher has always been Joel ‘Osteen’, having no letter ‘l’.  

Note: Pronouncing this famous preacher’s last name without the ‘l’ sounds very abnormal. 
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Kidneys – shift in anatomical location  

Original Timeline – The anatomical location of our two urinary kidneys was located near the 

lower back, just above the beltline. 

‘Rabbit punches’ in boxing, which is a punch delivered to the rearward side flank of an opponent 

just above the beltline, is considered an illegal punch in all regulated boxing events.  

A severe blow to either of the kidneys can be so extremely painful, that it can be fully 

incapacitating for several minutes. A severe blow can also cause permanent kidney damage. 

In their attempts to better protect their kidneys, boxers would typically hike their boxing shorts 

high on the waist. 

Current Timeline – Our kidneys are now located much further upward and protected 

underneath the ribcage. 

 

 

King Tut’s Headdress – addition of vulture head 

Original Timeline - Many people remember the depicted head of a cobra being symmetrically 

centered near the top of King Tut’s golden headdress. 

Current Timeline - In addition to the cobra head, there is also a slightly smaller head of a 

vulture, situated just to the side. 

Note: The awkward addition of the vulture head makes King Tut’s headdress appear oddly 

unfamiliar and notably asymmetrical. 

Since at least the 1970’s, the topic of King Tut was a regular part of our American culture for a 

couple of decades. Popular comedian Steve Martin released a novelty song called ‘King Tut’ in 

1978, which reached #17 on the ‘Billboard Chart’. 

A multitude of television programs and regular articles in mainstream magazines focused heavily 

on the entire known history of King Tut. 
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The public regularly received large amounts of information related to King Tut, but yet almost 

nobody remembers anything about the weird vulture head on his headdress, or knows anything 

regarding the associated symbolism. 

 

 

 

Lion and the Lamb – ‘Lion’ to ‘Wolf’     

Original Timeline - One of the most well-known passages throughout the entire Holy Bible 

comes from Isiah 11:6, where it mentions ‘…and the Lion shall lay with the Lamb’. 

Current Timeline – In our modern timeline, in any version of the Holy Bible, Isaiah 11:6 now 

specifically mentions a ‘wolf’, not a ‘lion’.  

As of this writing on January 10
th

 of 2023, in the KJV version of the Bible, Isaiah 11:6 begins 

with, ‘The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb…’. 

Residue – In the 1957 Elvis Presley song, ‘Peace in the Valley’, a segment of the lyrics are -  

Well the bear will be gentle 

  and the wolves will be tame 

and the lion shall lay down by the lamb 

Performing during the same era as Elvis, the popular country music singer Johnny Cash recorded 

this same song, having the same lyrics which mention the lion lying down with the lamb. 

Some thoughts for consideration regarding this Mandela Effect; 

In the former ‘…and the Lion shall lay with the Lamb’, for many individuals the ‘Lion’ 

symbolized ‘the King’, which in turn symbolizes Jesus himself.  

A popular interpretation of a ‘lion laying with a lamb’, is that of Jesus protecting his flock; this 

‘flock’ being those who maintain undying faith in Him. 
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Now when considering ‘the wolf dwells with the lamb’, it would be very difficult for anyone to 

interpret this scene as somehow symbolizing Jesus protecting his faithful followers.  

The term ‘wolf’ in place of the term ‘lion’ completely changes the former popular context 

associated with Isiah 11:6.  

 

Lucy – “You Got Some Splainin’ To Do” 

Original Timeline - The ‘I Love Lucy’ show starring Lucille Ball as ‘Lucy’ and Desi Arnaz as 

‘Ricky’, originally aired from 1951 to 1957. Reruns aired for decades. This show is one of the 

most popular television sitcoms in U.S. History. 

The single most iconic line from this famous TV show, is when Ricky exasperatingly tells Lucy 

in his strong Cuban accent, “Lucy.., you got some splainin’ to do.” when he inevitably catches 

Lucy in another one of her crazy shenanigans. 

As many times as Ricky repeats these lines to Lucy in episode after episode, they never failed to 

elicit a hearty laugh from the viewing audience.  

Being as famous as this funny line of dialog was, it was frequently parodied over the years in 

numbers of more recent sitcoms.  

Current Timeline - Almost beyond any rational level of belief, the famous line “Lucy.., you got 

some splainin’ to do.” is never spoken by Ricky Ricardo even one single time in any former 

episode of ‘I Love Lucy’ in all 180 episodes throughout 7 seasons.  

 

Mirror-Mirror – ‘Mirror’ to ‘Magic’ 

Original Timeline – almost anyone is highly familiar with the famous 1937 Disney animated 

film ‘Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs’.  

The most iconic and most memorable scene from this entire film is undoubtedly when the 

Wicked Queen speaks with the slave inside the enchanted mirror when she says;  

“Mirror-mirror on the wall.., who is the fairest one of all?” 

Current Timeline - The Wicked Queen has always said; 

“Magic-mirror on the wall.., who is the fairest one of all?” 

Believe it or not, the Wicked Queen never says ‘Mirror-Mirror’ anywhere throughout this entire 

Disney film. 
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Monopoly man Mr. Moneybags - monocle to no monocle  

Original Timeline - The ‘Mr. Moneybags’ character associated with the famous board game 

‘Monopoly’ wore a monocle. 

Current Timeline - Mr. Moneybags never had a monocle. 

 

 

 

Mister Rogers Neighborhood – ‘the’ to ‘this’ 

Original Timeline - The classic song which Fred Rogers sings during the intro to ‘Mister 

Rogers Neighborhood’ as he comes thru the door and changes into his sneakers and sweater, 

‘It’s a Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood’, is likely one of the most well-known songs 

throughout America, as millions of people heard this song countless times for roughly 33 years, 

from 1968 to 2001. 

Current Timeline - Almost shocking to realize, Fred Rogers always sings ‘It’s a Beautiful Day 

in THIS Neighborhood’, in every single episode of ‘Mister Roger’s Neighborhood’. 
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The Smithsonian Institute - ‘Institute’ to ‘Institution’  

Original Timeline - Most people recall this famous museum being the Smithsonian ‘Institute’. 

Current Timeline - It has always been formally known as the Smithsonian ‘Institution’. 

 

South America – size and position shift 

Original Timeline – Most people recall the continent of South America being roughly the same 

size as North America, and being oriented roughly due-south. The west-coast of South-America 

was situated a few hundred miles further east, when compared to the west-coast of North 

America. 

Current Timeline – South America now appears to be noticeably larger than North America, 

and positioned a couple thousand miles further east of where most people remember. The west-

coast of South America is now located nearly east of the east-coast of North America. 

 

 

Thinker Statue – significant change in body posture 

Original Timeline – Almost everyone knows ‘The Thinker’ statue, with the big muscular guy 

sitting with a fist cocked to his forehead.  

What most people don’t know; is that there are over 20 different versions of ‘The Thinker’ statue 

at various museums around the world, having a variety of sizes, colors and patinas. 

Current Timeline - This famous statue has never had his fist cocked to his forehead, but rather 

an open hand situated underneath his chin.  
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To make matters even stranger; rather than having the right elbow braced upon the right knee, 

the right elbow is braced awkwardly across to the left knee. 

 

 

 

VW emblem – no gap to gap 

Original Timeline – The capitals ‘V’ and ‘W’ are smartly blended together on the emblem, 

having no noticeable gap between the two. 

Current Timeline – The VW emblem has always had a noticeable gap between the upper V and 

lower W. 

The image below at left is how most people remember the famous VW emblem. According to an 

official Volkswagen website, the emblem below at right was their company logo in 1960.  

 

As of 2024, all VW emblems, even VW emblems on Volkswagens 40 years old, have a distinct 

gap between the V and W. 

 

We sincerely hope you thoroughly enjoyed these supernatural retroactive reality shifts. 

 

 

 


